
SOMETHING SOMETHING DARK SIDE

"Something, Something, Something, Dark Side" is a direct-to-video special of the animated series Family Guy which
later served as the 20th episode of the.

Yoda trains Luke, guiding him through a series of training exercises, including watching "sweet-ass DVD
releases", and a training montage that parodies Rocky IV. When it's inserting Han Solo into a Juicy Fruit ad,
it's not. The episode acquired a 3. Peter begins by suggesting that Robot Chicken would never be able to top
the story he had just told. Darth Vader is ordered by the Emperor Carter to capture Luke and turn him to the
dark side of the Force. Club found the episode to have "a lot of solid laughs", and admired the show for
"throwing itself into these outsized movie parody things". With Luke cornered and defenseless, Vader goads
Luke to rule the galaxy alongside him, making the revelation that he is in fact Luke's father. But Dark Side
enjoys a guest appearance by H. The production even reproduces many of the original movie's visual effects
accurately. Dark Side falls short of the mark only when the writing turns back to the lazy, random pop culture
references that Family Guy often uses in place of more-motivated, situational gags. The text then addresses the
stockholders of 20th Century Fox, and cites Family Guy's two cancellations as another example of the
company's short-sighted decisions, and spending budget money in a useless manner. Han goes out to look for
Luke on his "Dondon", which has the body of a tauntaun , and the head of the late actor Don Knotts. Katz and
Lucy, the Daughter of the Devil as Yoda, the Jedi master who coaches young Luke Skywalker on the finer
points of the force â€” and nude chicks. The hour-long story unfolds after a hilarious opening-title crawl that
blasts 20th Century Fox. While the Emperor talks to a kneeling Darth Vader , he says "Something, something,
something, dark side. Despite R2-D2 having sex with the combination lock, and subsequently being
discovered by her husband, to get the door open, they are too late to stop Boba Fett from flying off with Han.
The title of this episode is a reference to a specific line from the season five episode " Barely Legal ", which
was used in a cutaway relating to Star Wars. The Imperial probe droid locates the Rebel base on Hoth, and
Vader orders an attack while the Rebels prepare to evacuate and disperse. Jason Hughes of TV Squad found
the episode to be "incredibly [impressive]," going on to note, "As much as we fans love the films, we know
they're not perfect, and that they're downright ridiculous in places. Peter continues to poke at Chris and finally
states that he "may have more time to tell another story" entitled Without a Paddle , a critically panned movie
in which Seth Green starred. The family experiences another power outage and Peter nearly ventures into
telling the story of Black Snake Moan, gets back on track. As the jokes tumble by like rocks in an asteroid
field, it becomes clear that MacFarlane and his writers are legit Star Wars fans. Rebel commander Luke
Skywalker Chris is patrolling when he is attacked by a large wampa Cookie Monster and taken back to its lair.
Luke arrives at Cloud City and, after being briefly interrupted by Ryan Seacrest on American Idol , engages
Vader in a lightsaber duel. After losing the Imperial forces, and unaware that they have been tracked by Fett,
Han's party sets a course for Cloud City, a floating gas mining colony in the skies of the planet Bespin, which
is run by Han's old friend, Lando Calrissian. Fox in wolf make-up opens the bathroom door to see his father is
also a werewolf. He makes a desperate call to Leia, who senses Luke's distress aboard the Millennium Falcon
and gets him to safety. With the Millennium Falcon's hyperdrive broken, Han and company escape by hiding
amongst a field of disposed trash, but are tracked by Boba Fett Ernie the Giant Chicken , after hitting a "space
bum" collecting some of the garbage. Brian They evade pursuit in an asteroid field, where Han and Leia begin
to grow closer to each other. The Millennium Falcon enters an asteroid field and Han decides to dock inside a
cave to repair the ship. With Luke cornered and defenseless, Vader goads Luke to join the dark side, revealing
that he is his father. The DVD release of "Blue Harvest" on January 15, , contained an easter egg of a brief
read through of bits from "Something, Something, Something, Dark Side", as well as a teaser trailer for the
episode as another easter egg.


